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INTRODUCTION

“Virtually all informed commentators agree that moral regeneration is urgently required 
for our nation. Although President Zuma has repeatedly indicated that a discourse and 
strategy are required for moral regeneration in South Africa, very little has been done in this 
regard, and as a result we are confronted with escalating immorality and decay in society as 
a whole… Mandela bequeathed to us an inestimable legacy of moral integrity and selfless 
service which unfortunately has been squandered… Today in both government and private 
sectors there is manifest corruption, fraud and dishonesty…”

(Thabo Makgoba, IOL News, 14 Dec 2012).

As of writing eight years have passed since the time of this statement, and the 
situation has become worse each year. The following statistics show South Africa to be a 
nation in serious crisis, and this should be a cause of great concern for future generations of 
this land:

South Africa has the highest rate of rape in the world, at 66,196 rapes a year (2019-
2020). A woman is raped every 36 seconds, an average of 115.8 women tragically raped 
every day. (World population review, 2021).

The rate of murders in 2019-2020, was the highest in a decade at 21,325 murders in 
one year. This translates to 58 murders per day, an increase of 3.4% from the year before. 
(Bloomberg, July 2020).

73 police officers were killed during the year 2018-2019, of which 35 were murdered 
on duty and 38 off-duty. (EWN, Nov 2019).

Sexual violence (sexual assault, incest, bestiality) is among the highest in the world at 
51,895 per annum (2019), an increase of 4.2% from the previous year. (Wikipedia, 2019).

Domestic Violence reached a shocking 120,000 cases during the lockdown in 2020, 
indicating serious problems within the family unit. (ENCA, May 2020). 



Teenage pregnancies in 2019-2020, were 16 million girls aged 15-19 and 1 million 
under 15 years. (Buzz South Africa, May 2020).

There were 30,000 car hijackings in 2019–2020, an increase of 20% from the previous 
year, meaning that 82 cars were stolen/hijacked every day in South Africa. (Sowetan Live, 
Nov 2020).

Corruption in South Africa is rated at a perception index of 43 out of 100, on a scale 
where countries with scores below 50 are believed to have serious corruption problems (0 
representing highly corrupt, 100 representing very clean). (Transparency International CPI 
2016). 

The statistics listed above show very clearly that this escalating moral degeneration 
cannot be allowed to continue. It is not taking us to the future we all dream of for our 
children. We must summon the courage to accept that we have failed somehow, and to 
understand that good changes do not come on their own. Every citizen needs to take 
responsibility for the changes needed to bring about a new ethos in South Africa.

In order to face this challenge, South Africa firstly requires a clear and strong moral 
compass.  Such a moral compass would comprise absolute values that guide and govern 
our behaviour as a nation, and encompass the rights and responsibilities that both citizens 
and leaders at all levels of government adhere to. Such a value system would emphasise 
moral values and ethics as an essential foundation for the protection and preservation of our 
society. To achieve this we need a fundamental Bill of Values drawn from the primary 
values, principles, ethics and moral standards that have stood the test of time, and have 
characterised historically stable governments that gave rise to good, and lasting legacies 
amongst individual citizens, families, communities, societies, and nations. This Bill of Values, 
together with a non-partisan, people-driven, societal governance system, in keeping with the 
original concept of a government of the people, by the people, and for the people as 
enshrined in the Freedom Charter of 1955, will transform the nation. A major contributing 
factor in the high levels of conflict in our nation arise from divisiveness and rancour between 
parties and their members. When a non-partisan system supplants this, the focus will be on 
our collective hopes and vision for our communities and the nation as a whole rather than 
our party interests.

This booklet offers a compact yet comprehensive process to facilitate firstly, an 
understanding of what values are and how to interpret them; secondly, a selection process is 
offered that may be followed in order to assist voters / selectors and ministers in identifying 
the best possible candidates for good governance in a local municipality, in a province, or in 
the nation as a whole; thirdly, a self-assessment tool is included to help individuals identify 
their own role in the nation and whether or not they are called and destined to participate in 
governance in some form, to help steer the nation towards its great destiny; and fourthly, it 



extends an invitation to the general populace to enter into a social compact, and commit to 
be part of the effort to regenerate a new ethos for the nation, based on the proposed set of 
values and the desirable qualities for candidates for governmental leadership.

Good government is only as good as the individuals it is composed of. The processes 
described in this booklet will go a long way towards identifying such individuals. Since the 
Constitutional Court ruling in June of 2020 that Independent candidates may be elected to 
national office, it has become critical for the nation to know how to approach forthcoming 
elections in such a way that errors of judgement are avoided, and the best possible 
candidates for the task are selected.

***



Chapter 1
BILL OF VALUES

1. Preamble
WHEREAS the constitution of the Republic of South Africa affirms that the human 

being is born free with equal rights, dignity, responsibilities and opportunities;
WHEREAS the history of humanity has proved that human beings are fallible and have 

limitations in meeting high moral standards;
WHEREAS all citizens of our country enjoy inalienable rights, which should be aligned 

to values, principles and ethics as set out in the Bill of Values in order to contribute to the 
realisation of responsible citizenry;

WHEREAS also the three arms of government and all leaders, whether at community, 
provincial, or national level, should measure all activity against a Bill of Values;

THEREFORE, the New Nation Movement proposes this Bill of Values, Principles and 
Ethics as part of Chapter 1 of our Constitution.

2. Definitions
A value refers to a specific human standard and framework of behaviour or mode of 

conduct preferred by a family, a community and/or a society. In order to raise and preserve 
the moral standard in a society and, by extension, the quality of life for all citizens, a set of 
values is necessary against which all of society is measured. Values should underpin our 
constitution and all legislation and societal systems that flow from it.  Values enable us to 
build good trusting relationships between ourselves as responsible and law-abiding citizens, 
regardless of colour, creed, race, religious background, gender, or ethnicity. 

The values listed below are divided into four streams: the Seven Primary Values, 
Moral Values and Principles, Values promoting responsibilities for South African citizens, and 
Batho Pele (people first) Principles for public engagement. The values in each section are in 
no particular order, other than being alphabetic.

3. The Seven Primary Values



At the root of strong, top performing societies is always a set of critical values that 
becomes a social compact to guide all citizens, and that eventually builds a strong culture. 
Research shows that all great empires, nations, and societies, were founded on the bedrock 
of values, principles, ethics and moral standards that shaped the behaviour of individuals, 
families and communities for ages. Furthermore, the collapse of empires always comes after 
breakdown of the moral foundation which made them great nations in the first place. Moral 
decay is always the starting point of societal collapse, because society then lacks the vital 
tools for future and sustainable success.

The change needed in South Africa is a new value system that goes deep into the 
heart and soul of the nation. This starts with change from the inside out, by embracing the 
right values, from which behaviour patterns start changing, leading to social transformation. 

The Seven Primary Values below were identified as the critical ingredients needed to 
set the foundation for a value system the whole nation can agree on that can form a social 
compact for South Africa. 

It is our conviction that these have the potential to provoke significant transformation 
once they become embedded in the culture of the populace. The rest of the values will 
naturally follow as the new culture grows within and among our people. We thus propose 
herein the rallying point of focus for a Social Compact for the nation. 

SEVEN PRIMARY VALUES

• Love and Care
• Justice 
• Integrity
• Wisdom 



• Self-governance 
• Diligence 
• Courage

We challenge the people of South Africa to take their rightful position as responsible 
citizens by committing to make these values a reality in their daily lives and in their 
organisations. By so doing, we are all contributing to the building of a country that will make 
us all proud to be South Africans.

Please make a personal commitment to enter the ‘Values Social Compact’ in Chapter 
3,  in which we all agree as a nation, to commit ourselves as individuals and organisations, to 
do our part, in bringing about the moral regeneration that the nation desperately needs.  

See the Social Compact in Chapter 3.

The Seven Values Expounded 

3.1. Love and Care 
Care is an outworking of love: it means honour and respect towards authority, including God, 
as Creator of all things, and towards the nation to which we belong. This translates to having 
compassion, kindness, loyalty, and respect towards one another, irrespective of race, 
gender, beliefs, or culture, promoting the wellbeing of the community for the common good, 
above personal aspirations, being willing to help towards others’ needs as well as our own, 
and working together with others for the greater benefit of all. Included here is devoted  

citizenship or patriotism: serving the nation of South Africa with loyalty and dignity; promoting 
excellence in and for the nation; becoming the best one can be; being, and encouraging 
others to be, as upright, law-abiding, responsible, productive, and dynamic as we can. 

3.2. Justice 
Justice means proper and legitimate use of power, equality before the law, equitable 
distribution of resources, equal opportunities, and meeting the rights and enforcing the 
obligations of all, irrespective of race, gender, class, belief system, or background. It includes 
recusal where conflict of interest may prompt injustice. 

3.3. Integrity and the Rule of Law 
Belief and Conscience lead to honesty, trustworthiness, and transparency.  This means 
valuing the beliefs and personal conscience of the individual, being subject to an agreed-
upon moral code and to the nation’s laws, and adhering to the rule of law. 

3.4. Wisdom 
This includes the correct application of knowledge in addressing needs and solving 
problems. Wisdom promotes creative thinking, creativity, and resourcefulness, being 
solution-minded, generating new ideas and resources, and builds a strong shared economy. 
This is a critical element needed to be effective builders and restorers of the nation, 



communities, and organisations. Wisdom also includes the ability to discern and make good 
judgements on what is true and right, which brings peace, harmony, and prosperity to all.

3.5. Selfgovernance 
This means direction, regulation, control, and restraint with respect to one’s own will, desires, 
character, thoughts, ideas, motives, convictions, and attitudes, in keeping with one’s 
conscience. Outcomes of self-governance are patience, purity, and selflessness. Increased 
self-governance among us helps us to be selfless, patient, and moral, and reduces the need 
of law enforcement. Leaders who govern themselves can serve others effectively. 

3.6. Diligence and Punctuality 
Performing responsibilities and duties properly, thoroughly, professionally, competently, and 
timeously with discipline and excellence. 

3.7. Courage
This means having perseverance in the face of adversity, and the inner strength, boldness, 
determination, and decisiveness to do what is right in the face of difficulty or temptation. It 
means to consistently and confidently act and stand for values, principles, and ethics in in the 
face of opposition.

4. Moral Values and Principles 

Good moral values and principles are what build and sustain a good and stable 
society. Basing our constitution and thus our policies governing society on the seven primary 
values listed at the start of this document will ensure that South Africa will take its place as a 
nation of substance among the great nations in history. Using these values as a foundation to 
promote the rights and responsibilities of the citizens as listed above, and the guiding moral 
values and principles listed below will ensure a high quality of leadership, governance and 
life for us all. 

4.1. Adaptability 
Self-governance leads to adaptability which cultivates calmness, patience, endurance, and 
creativity.

4.2. Character (Integrity and Competence) 
Character comes from integrity and is developed through courage (endurance) and wisdom. 
It leads to purposefulness in people whose passionate commitment to personal and collective 
competence and upliftment brings about private and public administrative efficiency, 
effectiveness of systems, and service delivery to all citizens. This is achieved through good 
work ethics and professional practices for optimal competitiveness and personal fulfilment. 

4.3. Common Good



Love and justice promote the common good above personal aspirations. We will then be 
willing to promote the wellbeing of the community and to work together with other members 
for the greater benefit of all. 

4.4. Contentment 
Self-governance also helps us to be satisfied and contented with what we have, and to resist 
greed. 

4.5. Cooperation 
The attitude of accepting others with a willingness to work and act together towards shared 
goals, which brings unity and cohesion.

4.6. Determination and Commitment 
This requires courage. Not giving up, but staying committed to seeing something through 
that is worthwhile, is part of diligence. 

4.7. Dignity 
Love means protecting the dignity of individuals, minority groups, and majority groups and 
treating them with appreciation, respect, reverence, and even-handedness on the basis that 
all human beings are born equal. We all deserve to be free from bias, exploitation, 
oppression, or any form of discrimination, victimisation, or prejudice. 

4.8. Diligence and Punctuality 
Diligence means performing responsibilities and duties properly, thoroughly, professionally, 
competently, and timeously with discipline and excellence. 

4.9. Discipline 
Self-governance leads to discipline: the consistent application to systematic instructions or 
tasks, or following a particular code of conduct or order; and the ability to do the undesirable 
when it is the right thing to do. It also makes us faithful in our lives to people, tasks, 
communities, employers, and our country. 

4.10. Faith 
Love leads us to trusting and believing in one another and helping build the hope of citizens 
who want to achieve their aspirations.

4.11. Forgiveness 
When we are willing to lay aside grievances, resentment, indignation, and/or anger, for the 
sake of unity while recognising the need of justice, we set ourselves and our offenders free. 

4.12. Humility 
Self-governance and wisdom enable us to recognise with empathy the God-given dignity, 
uniqueness, and value in others and humbly and productively serve them. This requires 



having a teachable spirit, and being open to correction and advice from whatever quarter. 
Humble people are never arrogant, boastful, or puffed up with self-importance.

4.13. Integrity 
Integration. Wholeness. Consistency of actions, values, methods, measures, principles, 
character, expectations, and outcomes. Behaving ethically, and acting in keeping with our 
words. In ethics, integrity is regarded as transparency, honesty, truthfulness, 
trustworthiness, and accuracy of one’s actions. It is acting in keeping with one’s conscience 
with respect to responsibilities, and stewardship of property (one’s own and that of others, 
internal and external). 

4.14. Kindness 
Love promotes kindness and caring for each other marked by good and charitable 
behaviour. 

4.15. Loyalty 
To other people and our nation. When we truly love our nation, we are loyal to it and all its 
peoples. 

4.16. Morality 
When we adhere to the values of self-governance and integrity, we are able to avoid wrong 
behaviour, and we protect the life, liberty, well-being, and property of others, having a high 
regard for good morals, exhibiting purity of conscience, and being free from scandalous or 
wicked behaviour patterns.

4.17. Obedience 
Diligence and self-governance enables us to honour rules, values, and principles, and be 
eager to carry out legitimate orders or instructions for the good of all. 

4.18. Peace 
Prosperity in matters of social and economic welfare, justice, and a working political order 
that serves the true interests of all, will give our nation safety and security,. 

4.19. Professionalism 
Diligence will ensure the possession of all knowledge required to make the right decisions in 
any and every situation, and will build good judgement, thoroughness, and excellence. 

4.20. Rebuilding 
Diligence, justice, and courage will lead to our being able to understand, respect, embrace, 
and harness our diversity, and restore the South African dream. 

4.21. Respect 



Love and justice will enable us to respect and value one another irrespective of social origin, 
race, gender, belief, age, status, and class, which will promote peace, friendship, 
gentleness, tolerance, and national unity among cultural, religious and linguistic communities. 
When we are able to respect authority without idolising leaders, we promote freedom across 
all people. 

4.22. Selfgovernance 
This means direction, regulation, control, and restraint with respect to one’s will, desires, 
character, thoughts, ideas, motives, convictions, and attitudes, in keeping with one’s 
conscience. Outcomes of self-governance are patience, purity, and selflessness. Increased 
self-governance among us helps us to be selfless, patient, and moral and reduces the need 
of law enforcement. Leaders who govern themselves can serve others effectively. 

5. Values Promoting Rights

The purpose of adopting positive, moral societal values is to build a culture of productive and 
responsible citizenship and leadership in our country. Having a specified set of values helps 
guide us with regard to our rights, privileges, and responsibilities. 

5.1 Accessibility
All citizens should have equal access to services, products, facilities, devices, and 
appropriate environments. Such access should be beneficial to all. People with disabilities or 
special needs have, in particular, a right of access, enabling them to access the use of 
supportive technology, etc. 

5.2. Accountability 
This means being liable or answerable for one’s actions or behaviour, and giving account, 
where necessary. As an aspect of governance, accountability is the acknowledgement and 
assumption of responsibility for actions, products, and policies, and includes the obligation to 
report, explain, and be answerable for the consequences of one’s actions. 

5.3. Citizenship 
This is patriotism – serving the nation of South Africa with loyalty and dignity; promoting 
excellence in and for the nation; becoming the best one can be; being, and encouraging 
others to be, as upright, law-abiding, responsible, productive, and dynamic as we can. 

5.4. Democracy 
True democracy means all individuals possess the inalienable right to participate in the 
governance of their nation, and/or elect whomever they wish to said governance. It means 
leaders and ministers are accountable to the people, and all decisions and actions reflect the 
will of the people who elected them. In compliance with this Bill of Values it also means such 
elected governors are subject to the values as stated herein. 



5.5. Education 
The value of education places responsibility on both parents and children to ensure that 
children receive the best possible and most relevant education, including character training, 
mutual respect, and adherence to values. Regular attendance at Educational facilities should 
be promoted. 

5.6. Equality 
Every person is born equal and all are equal before the law. This means recognition of one 
another’s talents, abilities, and differences, and affording equal opportunities for all, 
regardless of their race, gender, religion, or ethnic background. 

5.7. Freedom 
Individual freedom within the rule of law is the basis of justice, fairness, nation building, and 
good governance. The following are prioritised: freedom of expression, association, 
movement, residence, belief, opinion, and religion. For instance: 

5.7.1. Ethical Freedom of Conscience 
The value of freedom of conscience requires freedom to choose beliefs and opinions, without 
fear or prejudice, and accord others the same. 

5.7.2. Ethical Freedom of Expression 
The value of freedom of expression entails freedom of individuals and entities (including the 
media and the press) to express beliefs and opinions, with the proviso that they are not 
prejudicial, hate-driven, insulting, or dishonest. 

5.8. Human Rights 
The protection and promotion of human worth across the spectrum of society means that 
one individual’s or entity’s rights are inalienable as expressed in the Constitution and may not 
be infringed upon in any sphere whatsoever, whether physical, spiritual, health-related, or 
legally, with the proviso that such rights do not trespass upon those of another. This also 
means there is no discrimination based on sex, race, class, or other differences. 

6. Values Promoting Responsibilities 

6.1. Justice 
Justice means proper and legitimate use of power, equality before the law, equitable 
distribution of resources, equal opportunities, and meeting the rights and enforcing the 
obligations of all, irrespective of race, gender, class, belief system, or background. It includes 
recusal where conflict of interest may prompt injustice. 

6.2. Nonpartisanship 



Any person or entity should always have the freedom to remain independent and/or not be 
associated/attached/affiliated to a specific party. This fundamental right should not just be 
protected but be encouraged in many instances, so as to avoid unnecessary division 
amongst our people. 

6.3. Peace, Security, and Stability 
When we all take responsibility for providing a peaceful and secure environment for all 
citizens, standing up against hurtful behaviour, bullying and intimidation, and resolving 
conflict in a peaceful manner, it builds a culture of peace-making, and helps ensure the 
safety and protection of us all. 

6.4. Sanctity of Life 
Sanctity of life means the protection of all human life from conception stage to death. This 
includes living a sexually moral, pure, and healthy lifestyle, to maintain life at its fullest and 
avoid preventable diseases. 

6.5. Stewardship 
This means care, custody, guardianship, watchfulness and vigilance towards our individual 
and shared national resources, and protection against damage, violation, and illicit 
possession. 

6.6. Sustainable Environment 
We all promote sustainable development, and the conservation and preservation of the 
natural environment, protect animal- and plant-life, prevent littering and pollution, and take 
responsibility for the protection of resources like water and electricity-generating facilities. 

6.7. Work Ethic 
This means working hard and doing our best in everything we do, nurturing our children in 
work ethics without translation to child labour, and increasing our productivity wherever 
possible. 

7. Batho Pele Principles for All Public Engagement 

These principles would apply to all public representatives in all three spheres of 
government, business leaders in the private sector, and representatives in Chapter 9 
Institutions. 

7.1. Consultation 
Consultation means comprehensive representation in discussions, decision-making, and 
processes. 

7.2. Courtesy 



This means politeness, consideration and respect towards the public and towards 
individuals. 

7.3. Access 
Every South African should have full access to all services and to information on how 
government utilises resources and why. There should be openness and transparency so that 
the public may be aware of issues regarding service delivery. 

7.4. Value for money 
People must be rewarded fairly for what they have paid for and should receive the quality 
and quantity of products or services in keeping with the payment. They should neither pay 
too much nor too little for products and services. Salaries and wages should also reflect the 
quality and the level of responsibility of work rendered in keeping with responsible and 
sustainable market values.

7.5. Quality Control 
Every institution should have documented procedures to quickly and accurately identify 
failure or delay in services, to remedy the issues, and process complaints at the individual, 
transactional, and organisational level, in order to improve the entire service delivery 
programme. 

7.6. Service Standards 
Documented measurable benchmarks for service delivery to which citizens contribute.

***



Chapter 2
UBUNTU SERVANT LEADERSHIP CODE OF ETHICS

In consideration of the need for a governmental system that adheres to absolute 
values as documented in the Bill of Values above, and recognising the need for leaders’ 
conduct to be in keeping with those values, in adherence with the value of self-governance 
the standards below should govern the conduct of all servants of the nation.

The aim is to make this Code a catalyst igniting a culture of leadership excellence in 
the nation. This book promotes its use by public service organisations, as a means of setting 
a higher standard and activating the nation to start expecting more from leaders at all levels 
of public, private, and community institutions. 

1. Care 
Leaders should be persons with a genuine heart of love and reverence for God and his 
values. This should extend to genuine love and care for their nation, and all people, 
irrespective of colour, creed, race, gender or class. 

2. Patriot
Leaders must have a constructive and sustainable vision for the nation, be good citizens 
devoted to caring deeply for the well-being of the nation, and be willing and ready to be a 
good steward of its resources, to serve the nation and its people with diligence, loyalty and 
devotion. 

3. Servanthood
Leaders must be willing, loyal and dedicated servants to those whom they serve. Giving 
priority to the needs of others, they must serve selflessly, without being harsh, domineering 
slave drivers. They must be people empowerers who equip others to rise to their greatness, 
uplift those in need, defend the defenceless, and empathise with those in under-privileged 
circumstances. 

4. Not greedy 
Leaders must detest and resist greed for dishonest gain. They must not be excessive lovers 
of money, power and selfish ambition, and never abuse or misuse their position of authority 
to accumulate illicit riches and/or other lustful indulgences. 

5. Integrity
Leaders must be persons of truth, be trustworthy and transparent, keeping promises and 
speaking the truth fearlessly, regardless of the cost to themselves. They must not be double-
tongued, saying one thing whilst doing the opposite, and avoid making statements that 
cannot be verified. They must be seen by others to be truthful, loyal, faithful, and people of 
their word.

6. Wise 



Leaders must be able to put knowledge to proper application, in governance of self, their 
family, their workplace, and their community. They must be open to constructive innovation 
and encourage forward and proactive thinking. They must have the ability to make right 
decisions at the right time in the right situation. Where necessary, seek the wisdom of 
others, and in prayer solicit the wisdom of heaven. 

7. Just 
Leaders must have good judgement and exercise absolute justice and fairness at all times, 
with work mates, compatriots, and the public at large. 

8. Nationbuilders
Leaders must be builders, innovators, and restorers of nations, communities, organisations 
and people. They must have the inclination to be innovative, to bring new solutions, to be 
problem solvers, and to restore that which is broken.  

9. Diligent 
Leaders must be competent, dedicated, and judicious in the performance of their duties. 
They must apply themselves to the best of their ability, recognising that work honours the 
Creator, and fulfils one’s purpose in life.  

10. Accountable 
Leaders must take seriously the responsibility to safeguard the wellbeing of the office they 
occupy, mindful of the duty to build, maintain order and achieve success. They must sustain 
their legitimacy by continuing to exercise transparency and accountability towards those who 
put them in office. 

11. Courageous 
Recognising the challenges every leader will face, they must have strength of endurance 
and steadfast faith to face with courage challenges, opposition, or adversity of any kind. 
They must have the fortitude to make tough or unpopular decisions when necessary, and to 
stay the cause where others give up. They should be willing to acknowledge their own 
contribution to failures and to stay the course until success is attained. They must inspire 
courage in their followers by their own example of optimism and unfailing hope.

12. Mature and Qualified
Leaders must demonstrate wisdom, and emotional self-control, and hold a position of 
responsibility without becoming puffed up with pride or arrogance. They must have sufficient 
qualifications and experience required for the task at hand. 

13. Leadership
Good leaders are visionaries, who have a clearly defined vision for their families, 
communities, and the nation. They should inspire motivation, admiration, love and respect in 
their families (if a man cannot rule his own house, how can he take care of a nation?), their 



followers, and others who know them. They must be able to inspire willing obedience in their 
family and followers to the set vision and rules of the game. He should be able to take the 
initiative where necessary to find solutions to problem. They should have a succession plan 
in place that ensures that the next leaders will have the knowledge, capacity and 
understanding to build on their good legacy and even enhance it.

14. Selfcontrolled
Leaders must have self-restraint, be emotionally mature, not violent but gentle, not 
quarrelsome but understanding. They must have the discipline to do what they do not like or 
want to do when it is necessary and the right thing to do.  

15. Moral and Beyond Reproach
Leaders must be blameless, morally upright, exhibiting purity of conscience, free from any 
scandalous reputation and well thought of by outsiders. They must have one spouse, be free 
from idolatry, adulterous relationships, and avoid every appearance of wickedness. Past 
episodes of impropriety may be forgiven if they are willing to own up to them and display 
genuine remorse and repentance. 

16. Listener 
What makes a good leader is the ability to submit to other people’s leadership and guidance 
where necessary. Leaders must be open to listen and learn from others, always mindful that 
other people’s counsel can only add value to their own. They must be willing to admit to their 
faults when wrong and to correct them. 

17. Peacemaker 
Leaders must seek to promote peace between individuals, groups, and nations at all times. 
They must strive to bring reconciliation in conflict situations, going the extra mile to remedy 
strained relationships.  They must be impartial and not favour one side over the other. 

18. Forgiving
Leaders must be quick to forgive, and have the maturity not to hold grudges. They must 
accept innocent mistakes by others as inevitable and necessary to the growth process. 

19. Patient 
Leaders must accept others and be willing to accommodate those who act or think differently 
from themselves, even when it may be challenging to do so. They must not rush to forcefully 
seek power and high position, but wait for promotion when it is fitting and necessary. 

20. Dignified 
Leaders must possess and display composed manners that inspire respect and honour from 
others. They must be of good stature in their communities, held in high esteem by those 
around them, who should see them as honourable and praiseworthy due to their good 



works. They must not indulge in pettiness nor wickedness, but steadfastly do those things 
considered noble and praiseworthy. 

21. Humble 
Leaders must have a humble, teachable spirit, being open to correction and advice from 
whatever quarter. They must not be arrogant, boastful or puffed up with self-importance. 
They must not be given to the pursuit of greatness and wealth for self-gain. 

22. Exemplary 
Leaders must lead by example in all areas of life. Their behaviour must be such that it 
demonstrates to those around him the value of leading a virtuous life. 

23. Vigilant 
Leaders must be cautious, circumspect, and sober at all times. They must not be given to 
drunkenness but be careful to maintain sound-mindedness, a responsible attitude, and clear 
thinking at all times. 

24. SelfSacrificing/Giving 
Leaders must be prepared to take action that others would avoid, ready to sacrifice their 
own interests if need be for the sake of their followers. They must have a charitable willing 
heart, and take care of those in their community who need support. 

25. Good Stewardship  
Properly valuing resources is one of the most important qualities required of leaders, 
including effective use of time, appropriate usage of property, wise, mutually beneficial and 
effective optimisation of natural, manufactured, and financial resources, and of human skills 
and knowledge.  Leaders must understand the value of time and the costs of wastefulness to 
opportunity, not only their own, but other people’s as well. Their conduct should be such that 
it demonstrates that every resource used well leads to gains in opportunities or wealth. 
 
While recognising that we are all human and have made mistakes and deviated from the 
above Code, we nevertheless recognise the grace of God and accept openly our need of 
help in adhering to the above Code and undertake to live in keeping with it, as far as 
possible, and allow no hidden unaddressed issues to trip us up. 

***



Chapter 3
CANDIDATE LEADERS SELECTION PROCEDURE

THE PROCESS
• Candidate applications should be submitted a year before election/selection.
• A team should work on scrutinising the applications, and interviewing relevant people and 
entities for verification of factual information. The reviewing team should come from a 
different province, so that manipulation or undue prejudice from people who know the 
candidate is minimised. 
• Reviewers should visit the village or town or district where the person grew up.
• It is recommended that ten people do the research on one person, to counter check 
results, and avoid personal prejudice. 

SUMMARY OF PROCESS TO DETERMINE QUALIFICATION FOR LEADERSHIP

1) Verification of Factual Information 
• Check qualifications
• Check for experience and skills levels
• Check for criminal record
• Check Personality type

2) Character Assessment
(Information secured must be assessed with the leadership indicators in mind)

Visit the family of the candidate:
Is the spouse fully supportive?
Is there harmony, discipline, mutual respect in the home?
Have any of the family members broken the law?
Are there any complaints about the candidate’s behaviour by any of their family 

members? 

Get testimonials from at least five but preferably all of the following:
• Previous employer 
• Work colleagues 
• Clients 
• Suppliers
• Teacher/Mentor 
• Spiritual leader 
• Neighbours 

3) Interview with Council of Elders. 
These elders may be recognised leaders in the community such as or religious leaders, 
kings and/or princes of various groups, business leaders in the field in which the Candidate 



wishes to serve, or elderly retired people with a track record of honourable service to the 
community or the nation. The council of elders should comprise a cross section of people 
representing as wide a spread of languages, cultures, beliefs, genders and races as 
possible.

4) Leadership Assessment Questionnaires 1 & 2
 

THE CANDIDATE INTERVIEWS

A. Questions about the Candidate
Two questionnaire instruments are provided in the next section for interviewing candidates 
for leadership competence: Candidate Questionnaire 1 and Candidate Questionnaire 2.
Caution! Look out for any disparity between a good heart and giving or serving in action. 
Manipulators are usually eloquent speakers, over-giving, who say many good things about 
themselves, but fail to demonstrate integrity in their actions. 

B. Questions to the Testimonial Suppliers
Testimonials to be sought from:
1) Previous employer 
2) Work colleagues
3) Clients 
4) Suppliers 
5) Teacher/Mentor 
6) Spiritual leader
7) Neighbours 

At least five of the categories of people listed above associated with the candidate 
must be interviewed using the following questions:

• How long have you known this person and in what capacity?
• Can you give five things that you really like about him or her?
• Can you give five things that you really hate about him or her?
• How would you describe him or her as a leader?
• Would you recommend him or her to be a leader of a nation?
• What are some things that you think he/she has done very well for his community, his/her 
family?
• What are some things that you think he/she has failed in?

C. Questions for the Interviewer



After all the interviewing processes have been completed the person conducting the 
interviews must make a general evaluation based on their assessment of all the information 
before them, as follows:
• Can you admire this person? Do you admire what he/she has achieved in life?
• Will this person raise the average level of effectiveness of the government or of their 
department? 
• Along what dimension might this person add value to the nation? 

CANDIDATE QUESTIONNAIRE 1
(Questionnaire to Assess Leadership Qualities)

Each element (criterion) should be allocated a score: 5 (very weak in this quality) 10 
(moderately good in this quality) or 15 (very strong in this quality). For the sake of simplicity, 
the male gender is used in each, but all refer to both male and female candidates.





INTERPRETATION OF SCORES

CANDIDATE QUESTIONNAIRE 2

This is a practical aspect of the Candidate interview, to be used as a supplement to 
Candidate Questionnaire 1. The final rating for a candidate should be a combination of the 
scores from both questionnaires. 



Questions are marked according to the total indicated after each question. 

1. You are facing a small but urgent need in your department but the budget has been 
depleted. How would you handle this?  [12]

2. You encounter an unpaid bill in your department that the supplier has overlooked. What 
would you do about it?  [11]

3. A third party informs you that your PA has misappropriated department funds to buy 
himself/herself a house. He/she has had his/her home repossessed by the bank and is living 
in a shelter. How would you deal with this situation?   [11]

4. There is a requirement in your department which department procedure dictates should 
go out to tender. Your brother has a business which supplies these items at a very good 
price. Would you tell him about the tender and what, if any, would be your further actions? 
[11]

5. You are scheduled to attend a very important meeting with your staff when you receive a 
message that your son has been in an accident and is in Intensive Care. How would you 
deal with this situation?  [11]

6. You are having difficulty gaining support for an important issue that needs to be 
addressed in your ministry and you discover that your deputy has spread a slanderous story 
about you. How would you deal with this?  [11]

7. You want to roll out a new process and are getting opposition from a commercial sector 
whose financial interests are threatened. The CEO offers to assist you with a ‘compromise’. 
What would you do?  [11]

8. You are in a huge hurry to get to a very important meeting in another town and you 
exceed the speed limit. A traffic cop stops you and wants to give you a fine. You are now 
running late for your meeting so how do you handle the situation?  [11]

9. How would you handle an incident of racial prejudice and conflict between two of your staff 
members?  [11]

SCORES FOR QUESTIONAIRE 2



INTERVIEWER COMMENTS

The person conducting the interviews must make a general evaluation based on their 
assessment of all the information before them. This is after all the interviewing processes 
have been completed.

 
• Can you admire this person? Do you admire what he/she has achieved in life?
• Will this person raise the average level of effectiveness of the government/their 

department? 
• Along what dimension might this person add value to the nation?

***



Chapter 4
SELFASSESSMENT FOR GOVERNANCE

The following is a tool to assist you in identifying your own potential calling. For the 
employee/colleague/superior ratings in the second question, Questionnaires 1 and 2 in 
Chapter 3 may be used.



Your total score on this self-assessment will be the sum of all four TOTAL SCORE numbers. 
If your total score exceeds 250 please consider the possibility that your destiny and calling is 
to serve your country in some capacity where you could raise the bar of competence and 
integrity.

To access these tests online and then submit either the name of a proposed candidate 
or to offer yourself as a candidate for governance, please visit the website 
www.governanceexcellence.co.za. 

***

http://www.governanceexcellence.co.za/


Chapter 5
A VALUES BASED SOCIAL COMPACT

(A social compact/contract is an agreement among the members of a society to cooperate 
for the purpose of achieving specific social aims for the benefit of all.)

Be the Change You Want To See.
(Arleen Lorrance, The Love Project)

Change starts with me, the individual! We cannot go on waiting for government to make all 
the changes we want to see. We the people of the nation must take it upon ourselves to be 
that change. 
We encourage all who care for the future of the nation to commit themselves to making 
these values a reality in their daily lives and in their organisations, and to take this pledge 
upon ourselves as the people of South Africa:

WE THE PEOPLE OF SOUTH AFRICA AGREE ON THIS SOCIAL COMPACT FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF HEALING OUR NATION, BY RESTORING A SOLID FOUNDATION OF 

STRONG ETHICAL VALUES, IN THE INTEREST OF PROTECTING OUR FUTURE 
GENERATIONS.

Below, please find the two components of this social compact: 
 

SOCIAL COMPACT FOR THE SEVEN PRIMARY VALUES
I commit myself to upholding the following values in my everyday life, to teach them to my 
children, my family, my friends, and to share them everywhere I go: 
(For fuller definitions of these primary values which must be understood properly, see 
chapter 1 section 3.)

1. Love
I love and honour God before all things.
I’m a devoted citizen; I love and care for my community and my country, giving priority to the 
common good, above personal aspirations (I am patriotic). 
I love other people as if they are part of my family.

2. Justice: 
I am fair and just in how I treat other people. 
I’m a responsible citizen obeying the laws of the land at all times.

3. Integrity: 
I am honest, trustworthy, faithful and loyal.

4. Wisdom: 



I’m accountable to those who elected me to apply my knowledge correctly and appropriately, 
and to be innovative or to promote innovation.
I am a problem solver, with creative solutions for building the nation and restoring institutions 
and communities.
I aim to make correct decisions and to bring remedial action where incorrect decisions were 
made.

5. Selfgoverning: 
I’m self-disciplined with the ability to act responsibly, and to restrain myself from wrongdoing. 

6. Diligence:  
I’m hardworking, and I perform my duties competently and timeously with discipline and 
excellence. 

7. Courageous:  
 I am bold enough to stand for the right, to endure in adversity, and to persevere in the face 
of difficulties.

MY PLEDGE TO THIS SOCIAL COMPACT

On this day, I make a decision to endeavour as far as possible, to live my life in accordance 
with these Seven Primary Values, to teach them to my children, my family, and my friends 

and to share them everywhere I go.

Name: ______________________
Date: _______________________
Signature: ___________________

(Please make a copy of this page and send it to us at governanceexcellence@gmail.com. 
Should you feel the need, please feel free to email us to discuss how best you can integrate 
these values in your context. www.governanceexcellence.co.za).

SOCIAL COMPACT FOR THE
UBUNTU SERVANT LEADERSHIP CODE

By entering this social compact, we agree as a nation that this is a sufficient standard for 
ethical leadership, which we commit to use in the selection of leaders in our institutions. We 
agree that this is particularly desirable within the public service arena, where the need for 
ethical, accountable, excellent leaders is becoming increasingly crucial.      
 (These values, which must be understood properly, are expounded on in greater detail in 
Chapter 2)

1. Care 



Of self, family, others, country.

2. Patriot
Visionaries who care deeply for the well-being of the nation, are good stewards of its 
resources, and who serve the nation and its people with diligence, loyalty and devotion. 

3. Servanthood
Servant leaders who empower and equip people to rise to their greatness, uplift those in 
need, defend the defenceless, and empathise with those in under-privileged circumstances. 

4. Not greedy 
Not be excessive lovers of money, power and selfish ambition, who never abuse or misuse 
their position of authority to accumulate illicit riches and/or other lustful indulgences. 

5. Integrity
Truthful, trustworthy and transparent, regardless of the cost to themselves.

6. Wise 
Those who properly apply their knowledge, in governance of self, their family, their 
workplace, and their community. Innovative. Inclusive in their decision-making.

7. Just 
Exercising absolute justice and fairness at all times, with work mates, compatriots, and the 
public at large. 

8. Nationbuilders
Builders, innovators, and restorers of nations, communities, organisations and people.  

9. Diligent 
Competent, dedicated, and judicious.  

10. Accountable 
Responsible to safeguard the wellbeing of the office they occupy, by continuing to exercise 
transparency and accountability towards those who put them in office. 

11. Courageous 
Persevering with strength, endurance and faith to face challenges, opposition, or adversity. 
Willing to make tough or unpopular decisions when necessary and to acknowledge their own 
contribution to failures. They inspire courage.

12. Mature and Qualified
Having emotional self-control, and avoiding pride or arrogance. They must have sufficient 
qualifications and experience required for the task at hand. 



13. Leadership
Good leaders are visionaries, who inspire motivation, admiration, love and respect, who are 
able to take the initiative, and who have a succession plan in place that ensures the 
sustainability of good legacies.

14. Selfcontrolled
Restrained, with emotional maturity. Disciplined to carry out unpleasant tasks where 
necessary and the right thing to do.  

15. Moral and Beyond Reproach
Blameless, moral, be free from idolatry, adulterous relationships and well thought of. 

16. Listener 
Able to submit to other people’s leadership and guidance where necessary. Open to listen 
and learn from others, and willing to admit to their faults when wrong, and to correct them. 

17. Peacemakers 
Reconcilers with impartiality. 

18. Forgiving
Quick to forgive and do not hold grudges. Able and willing to assist in rectifying others’ 
mistakes. 

19. Patient 
Accepting and willing to accommodate those who act or think differently from themselves. 
Patient to wait for promotion when it is fitting and necessary. 

20. Dignified 
Displaying composed manners that inspire respect and honour due to their good works. 

21. Humble 
Humble, teachable, and open to correction and advice. Not arrogant, boastful or self-
important, who do not pursue greatness and wealth for self-gain. 

22. Exemplary 
Leading by example, with behaviour that demonstrates the value of leading a virtuous life. 

23. Vigilant 
Cautious, circumspect, responsible, and sober, not given to drunkenness, being sound-
minded, with clear thinking at all times. 

24. SelfSacrificing/Giving 
Ready to take action that others would avoid, to sacrifice their own interests for the sake of 
others with a charitable willing heart, and to take care of those who need support. 



25. Good Stewardship
Properly values resources of time, property, wise, natural, manufactured, and financial 
resources, and of human skills and knowledge.  Leaders must understand how good 
management of resources leads to gains in opportunities or wealth.

MY PLEDGE TO THIS SOCIAL COMPACT

On this day, I make a decision to endeavour as far as possible, to act in accordance with the 
Ubuntu Servant leadership Code in the selection of leaders for my organisation, community, 
province, and nation, and to strive to become this kind of leader myself.

Name: _____________________
Date: ______________________ 
Signature: __________________ 

(Please make a copy of this page and send it to us at 
governanceexcellence@gmail.com.   Should you feel the need, please feel free to email us 
to discuss how best you can integrate these values in your context.)

***

mailto:governanceexcellence@gmail.com


Authors’ Note

The intention for this booklet is twofold: to provide a practical guide that will make it 
easier to live and apply these values in everyday life, and to provide a tool for individuals 
who wish to be guided in electing quality governors at all levels of government, or to assess 
your own potential for governance of the nation in some capacity. It is hoped that as we 
inculcate a new value system into the spirit of the nation, a new ethos of high moral 
consciousness will eventually take root, both within governance and among the population.

Bear in mind that this process has nothing to do with party politics but is a completely 
non-partisan system to assist the citizens of South Africa in selecting Independent 
Candidates who believe and live the values in this booklet.

We wish wisdom, hope, and peace to every reader as you each follow the dictates of 
your conscience and help in bringing about the establishment of tried and tested values in 
the nation and among its leaders. 

*******

   


